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Premium Worksheets For Toddlers
For 2-3 year olds



Index
Activity Name Skills Acquired

Insect Or Not Problem Solving, Communication, Fine Motor

Colourful Insects Colour Recognition, Vocubulary, Fine Motor

Missing Ladybird Spots Sensory, Fine Motor, Creativity 

Fingerpaint The Butterfly Sensory, Creativity, Coordination

Fly To Flowers Coordination, Cognition, Fine Motor

Insect Banner Creativity, Coordination, Vocabulary

Match The Silhouettes Pattern Matching, Fine Motor, Coordination

Paint The Beehive Sensory, Creativity, Communication

 Butterfly Mask Creativity, Symbolic Play, Communication

Complete The Insects Cognition, Creativity, Fine Motor



How This Activity Helps
Your toddler learns to spot and identify the insects.

Help your child describe each insect. Then, narrate stories about an insect. 

 Insect Or Not Insect Or Not Insect Or Not Insect Or Not
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Answer: Spider, Ladybird
Take a look at the images given. How many of them do 
you think are insects?

Help your toddler identify and circle the insects.
Then, introduce them to the names of the insects.  



Green

Red

Colourful InsectsColourful Insects

Yellow

We have red insects, green insects, yellow insects... etc. 
Insects are of so many different colours!

Help your toddler match the colours on the left column 
with the insects on the right column.    

How This Activity Helps
Your toddler observes and matches each colour with the corresponding insect.

Help your child describe each insect — grasshopper, ladybird, honeybee — and its colours.



Missing Ladybird SpotsMissing Ladybird Spots
Look at the ladybird! There's something missing, isn't 
it?

Help your toddler colour the spots on the ladybird in any 
manner they like — using crayons or child-friendly 
paint. Make the spots as colourful as possible.  

How This Activity Helps
Your toddler's creativity is enhanced when they colour the spots on the ladybird.

Help your child narrate a story about a colourful little ladybird that is out on a walk. 
What all does it see?



Fingerpaint 
The Butterfly

Flutter, flutter. Look at the butterfly fluttering about. 
Where did its colours go?

Help your toddler dab some paint on their fingers and 
finger-paint the butterfly. Use child-friendly paint and 
make the butterfly as colourful as possible! 

How This Activity Helps
In this sensorial activity, your toddler learns a different technique of painting — one with their fingers!

Help your child build a story about the colourful butterfly. Where could it be fluttering about? 
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How This Activity Helps
Your toddler's visual tracking skill improves when they trace on the dotted lines.

Discuss the honeybees — how they collect nectar, 
where they live, the sound they make, etc.

Fly To FlowersFly To Flowers
Bzzz! Two honeybees are looking for flowers.

Help your toddler trace along the dotted lines using 
their finger to guide the honeybees to the flowers. 



Insect BannerInsect Banner

Ant

Ladybird

Are you ready to colour and decorate your wall with colourful 
insects?

Help your toddler colour the insects in any manner — using 
crayons, finger-painting, using paintbrush, etc. Once done,  
cut out along the dotted line, punch out holes, and string a  
yarn through the insect cut-outs. The colourful insect banner 
is ready!     



Housefly

Spider

How This Activity Helps
Your child’s hand-eye coordination improves while they attempt to string the yarn through the eyelets.

Help your child describe each insect with respect to the numbers of legs, if they have wings, etc. 



Match The SilhouettesMatch The Silhouettes
In one column you have the insects; in the other you 
have their shadows. But, they are mixed up!

Help your toddler observe, identify, and match the 
insects with their silhouettes. 

Grasshopper

Butterfly

Ant

Finger-paint Beehive
Finger-paint Beehive

Do you hear the honeybees buzzing around the
beehive? But, where did their colours go?Help your toddler dab some child-friendly paint on

their fingers. Then, finger-paint the honeybees and
their beehive. Once dry, help your little one describe
the scenery.

How This Activity Helps
Your toddler observes and tries to pattern-match each insect with its corresponding shadow.
Name each insect and help your child describe each of them — colour, number of legs, etc.



Paint The Beehive

Do you hear the honeybees buzzing around the
beehive? But, where did their colours go?Help your toddler dab some child-friendly paint on

their fingers. Then, finger-paint the honeybees and
their beehive. Once dry, help your little one describe

How this activity helps? Your toddler gets a tactile sensory experience while finger-painting the honeybees and beehive. Help your child tell a story about what could be happening in and around the beehive.

Finger-paint Beehive Finger-paint Beehive
Do you hear the honeybees buzzing around the beehive? But, where did their colours go?

Help your toddler dab some child-friendly paint on their fingers. Then, finger-paint the honeybees and their beehive. Once dry, help your little one describe the scenery.

Do you hear the honeybees buzzing around the beehive? 
But, where did their colours go?

Help your toddler dip some cotton in child-friendly paint. 
Then, let them dab the cotton on the honeybees and the 
beehive. Once dry, help your little one narrate a story about 
what could be happening in and around the beehive.  

How This Activity Helps
Your toddler gets a tactile sensory experience while painting the honeybees and the beehive using cotton.
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How This Activity Helps
Your toddler’s self-confidence is enhanced while they independently colour

the butterfly mask and come up with a colour composition.
Introduce your little one to the butterfly — it’s colours, how it flies, etc.

Butterfly MaskButterfly Mask
Pssst…! Did you know that you can turn into a butterfly? 
Well here you can.

Help your toddler colour the butterfly mask in any manner 
they like — using crayons, paint, etc. Once done, cut along 
the dotted lines. Thread some yarn through the two small 
eyelets. Tada, your mask is ready! Your child is all set for a 
pretend play.



Complete The InsectsComplete The Insects
There are insect bodies and their wings by their side.
In this activity, you will help the insects get back their
missing wings.

Help your toddler observe, identify, and assemble the 
insects and their corresponding wings together, by 
cutting and sticking the wings.  Don’t forget to 
colour them first!

Dragonfly

How This Activity Helps
Your child tries to match the wings of dragonfly and a butterfly. 

It improves their observation. 
Help your child describe each insect.



Butterfly

How this activity helps?

Your toddler gets a tactile sensory experience while finger-painting the honeybees and beehive.

Help your child tell a story about what could be happening in and around the beehive.



Your toddler gets a tactile sensory experience while finger-painting the honeybees and beehive.

Help your child tell a story about what could be happening in and around the beehive.
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